The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 1839
The number of super-energy particles discovered by Xu Zhengjie is limited, only eight particles.

In the previous experiment, the super-energy particles used were all imitation particles, not real
ones.

The current experiment will use real super-energy particles.

”The collision begins!” The

order was issued, and various instruments in the laboratory were activated one after another.

”Three!”
”Two!”

”One!”

”Boom!” There was
a bang, and everyone’s ears rang out, like the end of the world.

Can’t hear anything.

”Success!”

”Success!”

Suddenly good news came from the laboratory.

When the particles collide successfully, they can control this energy.

”Continue!”

Xu Zhengjie gave the second instruction.

Two more particles began to collide.

The experimenters ignored the surprise and continued to start the instrument!

”The collision begins!”

”Three!”

…

Just as the countdown began, Xu Zhengjie did something that no one expected.

”Kacha!”

He turned on the particle collider.

The consequences of turning on the particle collider will be devastating.

The environment of the particle collider is that when energy is generated, it can be wrapped in it.

But now it is turned on, then the energy generated after the collision will be dissipated…It is

equivalent to the experiment failed…

”No!!!” There was a

crazy look on everyone’s face!

Everyone’s eyes are about to fly out!

But it’s too late to stop!

The most important thing is Xu Zhengjie’s death?

He is right next to the instrument.

He will be the first to tear the energy generated after the collision.

Is he looking for death?

madman!

At this moment, Wen Lei and their hearts were in a sudden stop!

But what they didn’t know was that Xu Zhengjie actually had countless chips embedded in his
body…

”Two!”

”One!” The

particles collided!

”Boom!!!”

This sound was much louder than before.

As if two planets collided.

”Puff!”

”Puff!”

…

Wen Lei, who is located in the outer layer of the laboratory, Xie Zhengfeng vomited blood in their
mouths, bleeding in their ears, and bleeding in their noses.

”Kacha!”

”Kacha!”

…

the special glass in front of them can hold all kinds of weapon bombardment.

But at this moment, all burst into pieces.

Can’t bear the energy generated by this collision at all!

”Puff!”

”Puff!”

”Puff!”

…

The experimenters in the laboratory, the highest-level protective clothing on them, were also
torn apart at this moment.

All the experimenters were covered in blood, and there were countless casualties.

Can’t stop it!

This power can’t be blocked at all!

The force of the collision was too great, almost destroying all the instruments in Laboratory One.

Fortunately, the strongest in Lab One still blocked this collision force and did not collapse.

Otherwise, this technology base will be razed to the ground.

Although Wen Lei was bleeding at this moment, her gaze had been fixed on Xu Zhengjie’s body.

Xu Zhengjie is at the center of the collision, and he will be bombarded with the strongest energy.

In Wen Lei’s eyes.

At the moment of the collision, Xu Zhengjie’s clothes disappeared instantly, and his whole body
became liquid.

It is so transparent that even the blood vessels and bones can be seen clearly.

Immediately, his flesh and blood disappeared instantly, and even his skeleton burst into pieces.

But before she could react, Xu Zhengjie appeared again in liquid form.

Then, his whole person turned into a transparent red.

I can see that there is a rapid flow of energy in his body…

That’s right!

Xu Zhengjie used the energy generated by the collision of particles to completely transform his
physique.

Do not!

Xu Zhengjie’s previous body is gone, and now his body is entirely composed of energy matter.

It’s just that he retains consciousness.

It turned out that Xu Zhengjie’s real experiment was to transform his body.

Just keep the consciousness, the physique is reorganized by energy!

So he is now a pure energy body!

Have super terrifying energy in the body!

The real demon is born!

